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SURE THING
Words and Music by
BENJAMIN HASTINGS
& JOEL HOUSTON

q = 60

VERSE 1
B
Lead me to the Rock
G#m7
‘Cause I need something higher
E
B
Higher than the world could understand
Foolish as the cross
G#m7
Humble as the price You paid
E
B
The wisdom of a kingdom made to last
CHORUS 1
G#m
‘Cause I don’t wanna build this life
B
On Babylons of bricks and pride
Emaj7
B
Sitting on a fault line bound to quake
G#m
I’d rather be a bedrock fool
B/F#
Who trusts in nothing less than You
E
B
When every other sure thing surely fails
VERSE 2
Lead me to the Rock
Lift me from this sinking sand
I’m sorry for the junk I took for grace
Don’t let it take a fall
To bring me to my knees again
But if it’s what I need
I’ll take my place

CHORUS 2
‘Cause I don’t wanna build this house
With rubble from the same old ground
Sitting on a fault line bound to quake
I’m banking on a Roman frame
The bedrock of an empty grave
When every other sure thing surely fails
BRIDGE
E
F#/E
Lord through it all
E
Through the wind and the storm
F#/E
Bsus2 B
On this Rock I’ll stand
E
F#/E
Empires may fold
E
Pillars fail, people fall
F#/E
Bsus2 B
But Your Word still stands
E
F#/E
Age after age
E
Till the earth fades away
F#/E
Bsus2 B
Still Your kingdom stands
E
Name above names
Jesus I need Your grace
E6
Bsus2 B
‘Cause the world’s gone mad
OUTRO
| G#m7 | B | B/F# | E | (play 4 times)
| G#m7 | G#m7 | (play twice)
| B | B | (play 3 times)
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